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M2B WORLD DEBUTS “THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER TV 80”
VIGNETTE SERIES
“The Hollywood Reporter TV 80” vignette series to launch in February;
M2B expands U.S. Headquarters to better service advertisers and
subscribers.

Hollywood, CA – January 26, 2007 – M2B World Inc. (“M2B
World”), U.S. subsidiary of Amaru, Inc. (AMRU), has partnered with
The Hollywood Reporter to launch “The Hollywood Reporter TV 80”
vignette series for distribution on Internet and broadband platforms.
The 80-second vignettes will offer viewers up-to-the-minute news on
the business of entertainment, Hollywood celebrities, movie premieres,
box office results and other trends in show business, drawing on the
editorial resources of the industry’s oldest daily entertainment
newspaper. The series debuts February 2007 and will be available
24/7 and updated three times a week.
M2B World Inc. and “Hollywood Reporter TV 80” executive producers
Ettore Botta and Brooks Parsons previewed the vignettes on
Wednesday - Jan 24th - during a party to inaugurate M2B World’s
newly expanded headquarters on Sunset Boulevard.
This expanded headquarters will enable M2B to continue servicing its
advertisers and subscribers with the utmost in quality programming
and broadband technology. With over 3,200-square feet, M2B has
created a M2Btv Showroom of style and sophistication, with classic
film posters, plush seating, and hi-tech plasma screens and PONY
boxes constantly displaying all that M2B has to offer. In addition, M2B
has added an in-house calling center to better service its expanding
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subscriber base, as well as a Graphic Design Department and Video
Editing Suite (complete with its own in-house servers) to provide
advertisers with an attractive “one-stop shop” appeal.
M2Btv and PONY, recognized as the “ultimate lifestyle choice,” is the
first-of-its-kind. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, this Broadband TV
service enables subscribers to access over 50 channels of video ondemand programming, along with other unique features available
through the PONY, including:








“Face2Face” - user-friendly Video Conferencing at no extra
charge;
“Video Mail” - live video recording of a subscriber’s message;
“Shopping” – online shopping services;
“Travel” – online travel guides and booking services;
“Internet” – the expected standard for Internet browsing;
“Karaoke” – on demand instrumental music; and
“Games” – casual interactive games including Suduko

Rebecca Binny, General Manager of M2B World, Inc., affirms
“Hollywood is internationally renowned as the entertainment epicenter
of the world, and M2B is proud to further feature the best in
entertainment coverage, namely ‘The Hollywood Reporter TV 80’
Vignette Series. M2B has created a reputation for providing what the
public wants every single day, and PONY subscribers can now share in
the glitz and glamour of their favorite stars every single day, easily
pairing that ‘ultimate lifestyle’ with their ‘ultimate lifestyle choice.’”
M2B World has established its competitive edge by offering access to
an expansive range of content libraries for aggregation, distribution
and syndication on Broadband and other media; including rights for
merchandising, product branding, promotion and publicity. Its content
covers diverse genres such as movies, dramas, comedies,
documentaries, music, fashion, lifestyle, edutainment, and more. Its
parent company, Amaru, Inc., a Nevada corporation, is a leader in the
Broadband Media Entertainment business, and a major provider of
interactive Entertainment-on-demand, Education-on-demand and ecommerce streaming over Broadband channels, Internet portals, and
3G devices, with over 100 channels designed to cater to various
consumer segments and lifestyles.
####
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About Amaru Inc. (AMRU) and M2B
Amaru, Inc., a Nevada corporation, through its subsidiaries under the M2B brand, is a leader in the
Broadband Media Entertainment business, and a major provider of interactive Entertainment-on-demand,
Education-on-demand and e-commerce streaming over Broadband channels, Internet portals, and 3G
devices. To date, the Company has launched multiple Broadband TV websites for Hollywood and Asian
entertainment, education and online shopping, with over 100 channels designed to cater to various
consumer segments and lifestyles. Its content covers diverse genres such as movies, dramas, comedies,
documentaries, music, fashion, lifestyle, edutainment, and more. The M2B brand has established its
competitive edge by offering access to an expansive range of content libraries for aggregation, distribution
and syndication on Broadband and other media; including rights for merchandising, product branding,
promotion and publicity.
Globally, Amaru Inc and M2B are expanding through several integrated companies including:
1
M2B World Inc – leads the US market and is based in Hollywood, CA.
2
M2B World Pte Ltd – directs the Asian markets through its Singapore office and representative office
in Shanghai, China
3
M2B Australia Pty Ltd – oversees Oceania markets
4
M2B Entertainment Inc. – oversees Canadian market
5
M2B Commerce Limited – focuses on e-commerce and e-trading
6
M2B World Travel Limited - offers e-travel services
7
M2B Game World Pte Ltd – develops online gaming platforms and content
8
M2B Commerce Ltd (Cambodia) – oversees Cambodian market
9
Amaru Holdings – drives content syndication and distribution
M2B offers consumers personalized entertainment through its wide range of broadband streaming
channels available at www.m2bworld.com.
Safe Harbor Act
The information posted in this release may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. You can identify these statements by use of the words
"may," "will," "should," "plans," "expects," "anticipates," "continue," "estimate," "project," "intend," and
similar expressions. Forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
results to differ materially from those projected or anticipated. These risks and uncertainties include, but
are not limited to, general economic and business conditions, effects of continued geopolitical unrest and
regional conflicts, competition, changes in technology and methods of marketing, delays in completing
various engineering and manufacturing programs, changes in customer order patterns, changes in product
mix, continued success in technological advances and delivering technological innovations, shortages in
components, production delays due to performance quality issues with outsourced components, and
various other factors beyond the Company's control. For full statement, please refer to
www.M2BWorld.com

About Hollywood Reporter
The Hollywood Reporter is the entertainment industry’s top news-gathering and publishing organization
and a must-read for entertainment’s most powerful, influential people. The Hollywood Reporter, a unit of
Nielsen Business Media, is online at www.hollywoodreporter.com and through its digital publications, THR
East and The Hollywood Reporter, ESQ.
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